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1
Introduction

THE GAP BETWEEN data generation and data interpretation is widening. Ever more sys-
tems generate ever larger amounts of data, but the extraction of useful information from
these vast data sets lags behind. Narrowing this gap calls for efficient computational

methods for analyzing data in an effective way. Evolutionary algorithms, a computational tech-
nique inspired by the (neo-)Darwinian theory of natural evolution and the mechanisms of nat-
ural genetics, may form one such technique. This thesis tries to explore the applicability of
genetic algorithms, a type of evolutionary algorithm, to the extraction of the implicit structure
of data.

1.1 Data and Structure

Speaking about data, we may distinguish many forms and types. An important distinction is
that between

- symbolic data, and

- numeric data.

One of the prime examples of symbolic data is—natural or artificial—language; common ex-
amples of numeric data are signals and time series.

Regarding the analysis of data, we can discern many different techniques for detecting struc-
ture, e.g., classification, approximation, system identification, and induction. Consequently, the
structure underlying the input data can be described in various ways, such as

- categories that classify the data,

- grammars that model the internal structure of the data,

- automata that produce the data as their output,

- basis functions that constitute a decomposition of the data,

- function systems that approximate the data, and

- decision rules that use the data as their input.

There are many more types of structural descriptions, and no list of these can possibly be
comprehensive. However, we believe that this list presents a broad enough coverage of the
field. In this thesis, we therefore concentrate on these six types of structure.
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1.2 Evolutionary Algorithms

Evolutionary algorithms are stochastic search methods that try to emulate Darwin’s ‘survival
of the fittest’ principle of natural evolution, and thereby aim to create conditions in which a
steady improvement of solutions to the search problem occurs. All evolutionary algorithms
have three features in common:

1. They use a population of potential solutions to the problem that is to be solved.

2. They judge the quality of these solutions with a objective function, and base the selection
of surviving solutions on this quality measure.

3. They have a reproduction stage in which new solutions are constructed that inherit traits
from current solutions.

One of the main assets of these evolutionary methods is that they perform reasonably well in
many different environments. Although special-purpose algorithms may outperform evolution-
ary algorithms on specific problems, the latter tend to find good solutions to many problems
fairly quickly, and can be used profitably in cases for which no efficient algorithm is known.
Computing time is becoming ever cheaper compared to programming time, and hence, ro-
bust, off-the-shelf algorithms are growing increasingly attractive compared to special-purpose
methods that require substantial programming effort.

In this thesis genetic algorithms are used, the largest branch of these evolutionary methods,
which were introduced by John Holland [73]. The main characteristic of genetic algorithms
in comparison to other evolutionary algorithms is that they operate on a representation of
the potential solutions in the form of artificial ‘chromosomes’ rather than on the solutions
themselves, and that ‘crossover’ is their main search driver. Crossover is an operator in the
reproduction stage that typically constructs two offspring from two parents by exchanging parts
of their chromosomes. The designation ‘genetic algorithms’ is derived from this emphasis on
the mimicking of natural genetics’ mechanisms.

A more detailed account of the mechanisms and theory of genetic algorithms is given in
Chapter 2, in which other evolutionary methods are also briefly discussed.

1.3 Objectives

The purpose of this thesis is twofold. On the one hand, we intend to study the applicability
of genetic algorithms to extract part of the inherent but invisible structure of input data. To
this end, a series of case studies is conducted on different problems, using both symbolic and
numeric data, and trying to infer categorizations, approximations, grammars, automata, and
decision rules from these data. To allow for general conclusions, the genetic algorithms used
are as ‘mainstream’ as possible.

It is expressly not our purpose to compare genetic algorithms to other optimization methods.
Such comparisons are often biased, if only because they compare different implementations
of different algorithms by different authors (possibly using different programming languages
on different architectures)1.

1Many of these comparisons are even of the type: author X invents method A and compares it to methods
B, C, and D. Lo and behold, method A performs best!
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On the other hand, we want to investigate the practical implications of a fundamental result
in genetic algorithms theory which predicts that representations of potential solutions that use a
binary alphabet are superior (see Section 2.3.3). In each of the case studies mentioned above,
the results of genetic algorithms that use generic, binary representations and operators are
compared to those of algorithms that use problem-specific, non-binary representations and the
corresponding operators. Since it is undesirable to invest large amounts of time in the search
for the best possible parameter settings of a genetic algorithm, standard heuristics are used
for population size, mutation rate, and crossover rate. This also serves a test of the validity of
these heuristics.

1.4 Overview

The thesis starts with an introduction to genetic algorithms, Chapter 2, which outlines the
similarities and differences of evolutionary algorithms and other optimization methods, and
presents the ‘standard’ genetic algorithm. Next, the mathematical background of this algo-
rithm, the so-called ‘Schema Theorem,’ is discussed. This theorem, or rather a certain inter-
pretation of it, predicts that binary representations potential solutions are superior to other
types of representation. One of the goals of this thesis is to investigate whether this holds in
practice.

In the remainder of the chapter, several improvements and adaptations of the standard al-
gorithm are described, and different parallel genetic algorithms are presented. Finally, a short
description is given of the main other evolutionary paradigms, ‘evolution strategies,’ ‘evolu-
tionary programming,’ and ‘genetic programming.’

The next three chapters deal with applications of genetic algorithms to the extraction of struc-
ture from symbolic data. Chapter 3 presents a method to categorize the words of a (natural
language) text in a fully automated fashion. It uses an information-theoretic criterion based
on co-occurrence frequencies of words, obtained from the observation of real text. A genetic
algorithm that optimizes this criterion is presented, and both a binary representation and an
integer representation of word categories are described. Results of three experiments with this
approach are compared to those of a method that employs a greedy, hierarchical clustering
technique based on the same criterion.

To illustrate the effects of different approaches to the same problem, Chapters 4 and 5
present two different techniques to infer the structure of context-free languages from positive
and negative examples of such languages. First, Chapter 4 introduces the field of grammatical
inference, and discusses related work in the use of evolutionary methods in this field. It then
presents a genetic approach to infer one type of context-free language acceptors, pushdown
automata, using both a binary and an integer representation. Experiments are conducted us-
ing 10 example languages that are common test cases for the effectiveness of grammatical
inference methods.

Chapter 5 presents a second grammatical inference method, a genetic algorithm that directly
infers context-free grammars from the example sentences. Again, both a binary and a non-
binary representation are used, and the algorithm is tested on the same 10 test languages used
in Chapter 4. Furthermore, differences and similarities of the results with those of Chapter 4
are discussed.
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Chapters 6, 7, and 8 describe applications of genetic algorithms to problems regarding the
structure of numeric data. Chapter 6 presents a genetic algorithm used for signal analysis.
Its purpose is to construct a decomposition of a signal on a set of locally supported elemen-
tary functions, a so-called time-frequency decomposition. The chapter starts with a survey of
methods for time-frequency decomposition, and describes the elementary functions used in
our decompositions. Next, a genetic algorithm is given with different fitness functions and
both a binary and a real-number representation. To evaluate these fitness functions and repre-
sentations, the algorithm is tested on three test signals, and the results are compared to those
of a dictionary-based time-frequency decomposition algorithm.

Chapter 7 presents an attempt to apply genetic algorithms to find approximations of 1D
and 2D data sets by means of iterated function systems, a type of fractal. The chapter first
introduces these iterated function systems, and presents related work in applying genetic al-
gorithms to such systems. Next, binary and real-valued representations are discussed, fitness
functions for 1D and 2D approximation are given, and experiments are carried out on both
1D and 2D data.

In Chapter 8 a combination of genetic algorithms and fuzzy systems is used to extract struc-
ture from numeric input data in a more indirect way, in the form of decision rules. An overview
of the general concepts of fuzzy logic is given, and the representation of fuzzy systems both
with a binary and with a mixed integer/real representation is presented. To assess whether
some of the inherent but invisible structure present in numeric data can be extracted using
this algorithm, a series of experiments is conducted on four sets of stock market data, aiming
to extract fuzzy rules that generate buy/sell decisions.

Finally, Chapter 9 discusses the work presented in this thesis, draws conclusions from this
work, and gives a few suggestions for further research.


